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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning. <br><br> The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the

strengths and challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of

how the school perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to

reflect on how it provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
McLean County High School is a small rural school located just outside Calhoun, Kentucky on highway 136 East.  MCHS was built in 1972.

The circular shape of the school creates supervision issues at times.  There are currently 458 students enrolled in grades 9-12 at MCHS with

a free and reduced lunch percentage of roughly 50%. The percentage of students with disabilities is 12%.

 

The community, which numbers 9,527, is 98% white, 0.8% African American, 1.2% Hispanic. Our school population varies slightly from the

demographics of the community with an enrollment of 0.7% Hispanic, 1.1% African American, and 98% White. 11.3 % of McLean County

residents age twenty-five and older hold a bachelor's degree or higher with a large majority of those working for the community's largest

employer, McLean County Public Schools.  The median household income is $40, 183.  The transient rate is relatively low with almost 90%

of households having lived at the same address for more than one year. 

 

Historically an agricultural community, the family farm as a primary income source is dwindling quickly.  This provides a unique challenge for

the school in conveying the importance of education in securing future employment opportunities. 
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
The mission statement for McLean County High School is: "Through a variety of exciting learning opportunities, all stakeholders of McLean

County High School will develop lifelong learners who are college and /or career ready. We accept the responsibility to fully prepare all

students to become responsible individuals."

 

We fulfill this mission by providing a course schedule and advising program that allows students to pursue their interests in career related

courses. Students are allowed to pursue dual credit career preparation programs through the Discovery College at OCTCS in areas that we

cannot offer at our school.  Students are identified through EPAS and MAP testing to provide appropriate interventions to ensure that they

are on track for meeting college readiness benchmarks or to recommend more challenging coursework, such as AP and Honors courses, to

ensure that they are being challenged to meet their potential.   
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
In the recent years, we have shifted our focus for Professional Development activities from a blanket; one size fits all approach, to an

individualized plan targeting instructional practices in each teacher's content area.  We are a part of the Advance Kentucky Cohort 4 which

has assisted us in providing training opportunities for teachers in Math, Science, and English to prepare students for success in AP courses.

Our AP enrollment has increased from 40 students taking 46 exams in 2010 to 78 students taking 115 exams in 2013.  While our number of

qualifying scores is not where we want it to be, we are excited about the changes taking place in the foundational instruction so that students

are better prepared when they reach an AP course. 

 

We implemented PLCs during the 2011-12 school year and arranged our master schedule so that all core content areas had a common

planning period to facilitate these meetings.  We are continuing to refine that process during the 2013-14 school year and are encouraged by

the instructional conversations that are taking place in these meetings.  PLCs are on a four week rotation with week one focusing on planning

and instructional design, week 2 focusing on assessment, week 3 focusing on quality instruction, and week 4 focusing on data analysis.

Though not perfected to our satisfaction, we are making great strides in moving our staff to a student centered approach to planning and

assessment.  Our data analysis week needs improvement and our assessment week has begun to focus on common assessments.  We plan

to continue to revise and refine this process with administration holding departments more accountable for the documentation and products

created during these meetings. 

 

We are continuing our focus on effective implementation of the ILP.  9th grade students are required to take a Career Options course where

they are immersed in the ILP and all of its features.  Incorporating the ILP into classroom instruction and ensuring that the data provides us

accurate information on which to plan our course offerings is critical to aligning our master schedule to meet student needs.  Using the

information from student ILPs to plan career fairs, to enlist volunteers for Operation Preparation, and to assist students in planning where to

attend college and find scholarships for which they are eligible are just a few of the many benefits to appropriately implementing the student

ILP. 

 

MCHS Science teachers are moving to a technology based inquiry approach to all laboratory experiences.  We received a grant in August

2013 that is providing an update to our science labs, equipment, and instructional approaches.  Through this grant we have purchased

technology and trained teachers, but, more importantly, we are providing students with a more meaningful experience in science classes.   
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
MCHS is committed to providing a solid foundation for our students to become productive citizens in the career field of their choice.  We are

experiencing a cultural shift in our belief system by making students the center of every decision, from classroom instructional strategies to

extra-curricular offerings.  We realize that our ultimate measure of success is not found in the year to year test data of our students, but in

their long term success as productive and healthy members of society.  Our staff is experiencing growing pains in shifting from a teacher

centered to student centered environment; however, the ultimate job satisfaction of knowing we are positively impacting student lives is worth

the struggle.   
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